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Prototype Technician
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Company: EMBS Engineering

Location: Glascote

Category: architecture-and-engineering

TEST & DEVELOPMENT TECHNICIAN

Location: Lichfield

Job Type: Permanent

Salary: Highly competitive

What does the role involve?

EMBS Engineering has an exciting new opportunity for a Test & Development Technician to

join a leading precision engineering business located in Lichfield.

As a Test & Development Technician, you will be required to carry out and to support the

day-to-day lab and fatigue testing of various precision engineered components.

Duties of a Test & Development Technician include but are not limited to;

* To prepare components for testing

* Test prototype and new parts before they are manufactured

* Compile and maintain full records of all tests undertaken

* Prepare Test Reports
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* Maintain equipment as scheduled in the TPM Plan

What experience do you need?

* Experience in a product testing environment

* Mechanical / hydraulic components knowledge / background

* Strong mechanical mindset

* Broad range of skills within a workshop setting

* Able to take components apart and assemble once testing is complete

* Problem solver

* Hands on

* Passion for working within an Automotive / Motorsport environment

What do you get?

* Permanent position

* Competitive salary

* Day shift, early finish on Fridays (39 hours per week)

* Overtime available at premium rates

* Holidays



* Pension

* Sick pay

* Free car parking

* Modern working environment

* Opportunity to develop and progress internally in a growing, forward-thinking business

Who would the role suit?

This role would be ideal for someone who as worked as a Test Technician, Development

Technician, Test Engineer, Mechanical Testing Technician, Assembly Technician, Car Test

Technician, Automotive Test Technician, Testing Technician, Development Test Technician,

Electronics Test Technician, Test and Metrology Technician or a role of a similar nature.

About us

EMBS Engineering is a dedicated talent specialist that partners with some of the UK's

most prestigious, advanced, precision engineering companies within the Aerospace,

Automotive / Motorsport, Nuclear, Oil & Gas, Green, Environmental and FMCG industries.

We’ll offer you expert support and advice throughout the process to ensure you select and

secure a career-defining role.

Security clearance

Due to the nature of the work & industries supported within this position, candidates may be

subject to requiring security clearances, therefore, our client is unable to support visa

applications from residents outside of the UK. Only applications meeting this criteria will be

considered
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